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What is $ALCO?
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ALCO will be the world's first global decentralized buying & selling marketplace that only accepts crypto 

payments. The service will be a crypto version of Amazon and eBay, and users will be able to buy and sell 

items.

ALCO is a community-driven DeFi project built on Binance Smart Chain #BSC. ALCO brings the most 

revolutionary mechanism to the BSC ecosystem: Earn $BNB just by holding $ALCO token

ALCO is programmed to reward holders. It does this by applying a 10% tax on transactions:

⬡ ● 3% is distributed among the holders 

⬡ ● 3% goes to liquidity

⬡ ● 2% goes to marketing

We burn 2% of the total supply after launch and sent it to a black hole address; as this address also 

participates in the protocol, it accumulates more tokens, thereby effectively removing them from circulation. 

There is no limit to the burn, and the black hole will keep growing, increasing the scarcity of ALCO.



User Benefits:

$ALCO has been developed with invaluable 
features in mind to allow merchants, customers, 
and casual users to incorporate ALCO's global 
payment system into their everyday lives. Since the 
beginning, $ALCO has maintained its individuals at 
the forefront of Project decisions throughout the 
advancement process, planning to transform just 
how the world views payments through
cryptocurrency and blockchain innovations. 

Together with our unique project and the honesty 
of our powerful and prosperous community, our 
team believes $ALCO will accomplish this objective.



Client benefits consist of:

⬡ ● Ability to sign up with the $ALCO community and work to boost 

the monetary value of the project and also coin

⬡ ● - Use ALCO-Pay, a payment option for online and in-store 

acquisitions

⬡ ● - Safe and secure settlements built upon the SHA256 algorithm

⬡ ● - Deal charges are zero percent at 0.00001%.

⬡ ● - Immediate transactions with an 80-second confirmation time.

⬡ ● - ATM machine's worldwide for easy use of an $ALCO debit card.

⬡ ● - No foreign currency exchange fee charges.

⬡ ● - Staking rewards on the $ALCO network.
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Seller benefits consist of:
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⬡ Easy to install ALCO-Pay, a seller plugin 

for online shops

⬡ - Safe and also protected payments 

improved SHA256 algorithm with 

purchase charges considerably reduced 

than credit or debit card choices

⬡ - Instant deals with an 80-second 

confirmation time

⬡ - No global currency exchange fee 

charges

⬡ - Worldwide cryptocurrency ATM 

partnerships, with the opportunity to 

consist of an ATM machine at the seller's 

location



THE OBJECTIVES
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⬡ Design, build, and also continuously examine a 

cryptocurrency project that stays at the center of modern 

technology developments

⬡ - Develop a trusted financial ecosystem for our community

⬡ - Make sure that our community remains to have a voice in 

the growth of $ALCO.

As we relocate right into the future while making use of the 

existing finest techniques in cryptocurrency.



Environment Friendly
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⬡ The evidence of stake algorithm of $ALCO enables it to 

be among one of the most environmentally friendly 

cryptocurrencies readily available. It requires 

significantly less power to run 

⬡ than completing algorithms without endangering the 

security

⬡ of network members. As well as given that it is a Proof 

⬡ of Stake coin, there is no need for ASIC miners, which 

substantially decreases its carbon footprint. 



$ALCO Protocol Ecosystem

⬡ Desktop Wallets (Windows, Mac, and Linux)

⬡Mobile Wallets (Android and iOS)

⬡Merchant Applications

⬡Merchant Mobile Applications

⬡Merchant Desktop Software

⬡ Centralized Online Payment Gateway

⬡ Point-of-Sale (POS) Terminals

⬡ Point-of-Sale (POS) Software Solutions
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$ALCO ROADMAP
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10% tax on transactions:
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